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Abstract

Automatic face recognition has been mainly tackled by
matching a new image to a set of previously computed iden-
tity models. The literature describes approximations where
those identity models are based on a single sample or a set
of them. However, face representation keeps being a topic of
great debate in the psychology literature, with some recent
results suggesting the use of an average image. In this pa-
per, instead of restricting our system to a fixed and precom-
puted classifier, the system learns iteratively based on the
experience extracted from each meeting. The experiments
presented introduce the use of an exemplar average based
approach. The results show similar performance to an ap-
proach based on the use of multiple exemplars per identity,
but reducing storage and processing cost. The process is
done autonomously, using an automatic face detection sys-
tem that meets people, excepting the supervision provided
by a human to confirm or correct each meeting classifica-
tion suggested by the system.

1 Introduction

It is known that the human and primates have an ability
to distinguish a large amount of individuals under very dif-
ferent conditions [31]. However, this effortless capability
keeps being a topic of debate in the psychology community,
particularly the way faces are represented in the brain. Dif-
ferent experiments have in the past suggested that an object
model requires a collection of images [36], while others in-
dicate that an average of them is used [7, 31]. In both cases,
these exemplars are actively collected along the human vi-
sual system operation, i.e. are provided by experience.

Automatic face recognition is being tackled differently.

Automatic face recognizers are typically built in batch
mode, instead of assuming the iterative process carried out
by humans until high reliability is achieved by young adults
[23]. Automatic systems do not change their model even
when faces change throughout life. For those automatic sys-
tems, their performance, for a given database, is measured
in terms of recognition rate [26, 27]. However, even when
brilliant performances have been achieved in that scenario,
being in cases even better than humans [7, 8, 20, 28], these
systems are still far from being comparable to humans in
most real life situations [1, 7]. This difference is particu-
larly notorious in the context of familiar faces, where the
human system evidences an impressive performance [7, 8].
This latter scenario is basically our aim, even when auto-
matic face recognizers commonly avoid it.

Evolution is needed in such a context because it is not
proven that the results achieved with a training database can
be extended to the whole face domain. This is the essential
idea behind Wolpert’s No Free Lunch Theorem [37], which
states that, on the criterion of prediction performance, there
are no reasons to prefer the hypotheses selected by one
learning algorithm over those of another. The perfect fit to a
training set does not guarantee low error for future, unseen
samples.

As mentioned above, in this paper we focus on the prob-
lem of online building a representation for a set of familiar
faces using the information provided by a real time auto-
matic face detector. For that purpose, we employ a com-
mon face recognition algorithm for face representation and
classification, with the restriction that it must be suitable for
real time performance.

In order to confirm if successive expositions to a set of
identities improves the face recognition performance, i.e.
becoming familiar, a set of video streams have been gath-
ered. Later, we expose randomly a set of identities several



times to the system and analyze if their recognition error
rate decreases as more experience is gained by the system.
As stated above, the system classification mechanism will
not be fixed, but it will evolve based on those expositions,
i.e. on system experience.

The paper describes first the mechanism for detecting
faces and selecting samples from video. The representation
and classification approaches are briefly presented later. Fi-
nally the experiments and conclusions are outlined.

2 Automatic face detection

Cue combination provides greater speed and robustness
in the face detection problem [10]. Thus, their performance
outperforms single cue based detection such as [35], pro-
viding a more reliable tool for real time interaction. The
availability of different approaches for research purposes,
as for example [10], provides the community a source for
video processing. Briefly, this system combines two differ-
ent Viola-Jones’ framework based detectors [22, 35], both
available in the OpenCV library [18], to initially detect a
face, which is then modelled and later redetected using a
combination of face and facial elements tracking, and face
and torso color based techniques.

2.1 Facial elements detection

More precise facial feature detection helps reducing the
influence of the misalignment introduced by automatic face
detectors. Using the information provided by the face de-
tector described in [10], we have integrated additional fa-
cial features detection (eyes, mouth and nose) based on
the general object detection framework by Viola and Jones
[34]. Positive samples were obtained annotating by hand
the eyes, nose and mouth location in 7000 facial images
taken randomly from Internet and selected samples from fa-
cial databases such as BIOID [14]. The images were later
normalized by means of eye information to 59× 65 pixels,
see Figure 1 for a normalized image example. Five differ-
ent detectors were then computed: 1-2) Left and right eye
(18×12 pixels), 3) eye pair (22×5), 4) nose (22×15), and
5) mouth (22× 15). All these Viola-Jones based classifiers
have been made available to the OpenCV community [29].

The facial feature detection procedure is applied only in
those areas which present evidence of containing a face.
This situation happens in those areas where a face has been
detected in the current frame, or in those where a face was
detected in the previous frame (video processing). Given
the estimated area for each feature, considering a frontal
pose, candidates are searched both by means of those Viola-
Jones’ detectors and by tracking [15] (only for video pro-
cessing). Once all the candidates have been obtained, the

Figure 1. Normalized face sample and likely
locations for nose tip and mouth center posi-
tions after normalization. White areas reflect
most likely locations.

best combination is selected choosing the one with the high-
est likelihood based on the normalized positions for eyes,
nose and mouth, see Figure 1.

Figure 2. Facial element detection samples
for a sequence extracted from DaFEx [4].

Figure 2 presents some results achieved with a sequence
extracted from DaFEx [4], that presents changes in expres-
sion and in plane rotation, evidencing the possibilities of
this facial features approach.

3 Face representation and classification

Face images have a high dimensionality. Principal Com-
ponents Analysis (PCA) decomposition [21, 32] has been
frequently applied to represent them in a lower dimension-
ality space. An image is projected in the PCA space, and
its coefficients are used instead, see Figure 3. In the exper-
iments presented below, the first 70 coefficients were em-
ployed observing the results achieved in previous experi-
ments using this representation space [11].



Figure 3. PCA decomposition

We assume that our system is initially unable to recog-
nize faces, but it knows the face appearance as it is able
to detect them. Therefore, an initial representation space is
available, but it evolves later according to experience. This
perspective would fit with the initial attraction of face pat-
terns for newborns [30], and the later difficulties to recog-
nize faces not normally seen in our environment, i.e. the
other race effect [6]. Incremental PCA [16] is a mechanism
that can adapt the representation space to the exposition to
new patterns.

PCA is a common representation space used for face
processing, being known its fast performance. Its prob-
lems with illumination are known in the literature [5], and
they have prompted the apparition of alternative represen-
tation spaces such as Independent Components Analysis
(ICA) [3], or Gabor filters [12, 25]. However, according
to the results achieved in [13] that suggest that the selection
of a powerful classification criterium is more critical than
the representation space (PCA or ICA), recognition experi-
ments have been carried out using Support Vector Machines
(SVMs) [33].

The dataset used to compute the initial face representa-
tion space contains 7000 face images taken from Internet
and selected samples from facial databases such as BIOID
[14]. These images have been normalized according to
their annotated eye positions obtaining 59× 65 samples. In
the experiments we assume two different uses of this PCA
space: 1) keeping it fixed, and 2) employing an incremen-
tal PCA approach to improve the representation space with
new experience [2, 16].

3.1 Sample selection from automatic face
detection

The face detection approach employed, introduced
briefly in Section 2, provides a normalized face anytime
its eyes are detected. As mentioned above, we have addi-
tionally integrated nose and mouth detection based on the
Viola-Jones’ framework [35], achieving a maximal number
of four facial features. For each individual detected, a set
of normalized faces are selected from the whole collection
of normalized faces extracted during the interaction session
held with an individual. These selected images are the ex-
emplars.

Exemplars are selected as follows: The first time that
three of the facial elements are located, an exemplar is cre-

Figure 4. Exemplar selection mechanism.

ated. For a video stream, if at least three of those facial
features are tracked in the next frame, no new exemplar will
be created. Instead its persistence, pe, will be increased.
At the end the exemplar persistence indicates the number
of consecutive frames that it was tracked. A new exemplar
will be created once the facial elements are lost, and their
detection is newly performed, see Figure 4 for a graphical
overview. Additionally, the PCA reconstruction error [17]
is computed for each exemplar. This is done to estimate the
faceness of the exemplar, and therefore reduce the use of
misaligned patterns provided by the detector.

An individual whose face has been detected in the cur-
rent frame, is therefore represented by the collection of s
exemplars extracted during the continuous interaction ses-
sion or meeting. These exemplars, ej , will be used to label
the whole meeting or detection thread, dt, the set of contin-
uous detections for a face. This is done weighting each face-
like exemplar by its persistence pej . The exemplar faceness
is estimated selecting only those exemplars whose PCA re-
construction error is not notoriously bigger than the average
obtained for the whole collection of exemplars.

P (Ck|dt) =

∑s
j=1 P (Ck|ej) ∗ pej∑s

n=1 pen
(1)

The favorite class, Ck, will be assigned to a face in the



current frame. At this point the system will be supervised.
If the system was corrected, and the correct class was Cc,
all the incorrectly labelled exemplars, i. e. P (Cc|ej) = 0,
will be added to the training set. If the supervisor confirmed
the class suggested by the system, Ck, similarly incorrectly
assigned exemplars, P (Ck|ej) = 0, will be added to the
training set.

4 Experiments

As stated above, our aim is to check if the continuous
exposition of a face detection and recognition system to a
set of identities allows the system to improve its models,
and therefore its performance. To simulate this, while offer-
ing the ability to reproduce the experiment, we have gath-
ered a database of sequences corresponding to 80 identities.
We first checked the availability of a database containing
videos of individuals recorded during a large period of time,
i.e. days, weeks, or months. A database such as XM2VTS
[24], recorded using the same camera, with a controlled il-
lumination and background, is not well suited to verify the
unrestricted problem tackled in this paper. For that reason
we have built up a database making use of our own record-
ings during some months. The only restriction imposed for
each recording is the presence of a single person. There-
fore, these sequences were recorded using different cameras
without controlled conditions.

The database contains 310 different video streams (320
by 240 pixels or larger) corresponding to those 80 iden-
tities. It must be noticed that the identities contained in
this database are completely independent from those used
to compute the initial PCA space, see Section 3. For each
identity at least two sequences are available in this dataset.

This dataset have already been used in [9]. However, in
that paper the classification was carried out by a serialized
recognition and verification approach. Additionally, identi-
ties were exclusively modelled by means of multiple exem-
plars. In the experiments presented below, we will apply not
only an approach based on multiple exemplars, but also an
approach based on modelling each identity by the average
of those exemplars. This is done with the purpose of verify-
ing the importance recently given to the average image by
the Psychology community [7, 19, 31].

For the first experiment only the subset of identities that
have at least five sequences, i.e. meetings, available was
processed. Figure 5 presents the results achieved for this
subset of 24 identities. The experiment was performed three
times meeting exactly five times each individual. For each
run a randomly selected order was used, therefore the re-
sults are averaged. The reader can observe that the low-
est error rate achieved take place after around 30 meetings.
However, it must be noticed that this effect is produced by
the randomness inherent in the experiments. After 30 meet-

ings it is highly unlikely that all the identities, 24, have al-
ready been seen, therefore the recognition problem is easier.
For this reason we should observe the evolution later, when
it is likely that almost all the identities have already been
met at least once. In the final stages, when all the identi-
ties have been repeatedly met, both incremental based ap-
proaches present a decreasing tendency in the recognition
error.

Figure 5. Accumulated error rate evolution for
an experiment with 24 different identities and
five sequences per identity. The results were
averaged over three random runs.

The average exemplar based approach performs slightly
worse. However, it presents a clear advantage in relation to
the exemplar based approach. Indeed, retraining the clas-
sifier for an average based system is simpler in terms of
computational cost, as only one sample is needed per class
(for this experiment 174 exemplars are needed by the ex-
emplar based approach vs. 24 samples by the average based
approach). This fact makes the system suitable for online
learning.

Results achieved in a more demanding experiment in
terms of number of identities, are presented in Figure 6. In
this experiment the total set of sequences available, i.e. 310
sequences of 80 individuals, was processed. For the second
experiment it must be noticed that the number of sequences
per identity is not homogeneous, i.e. some have only two
available while others have up to ten. Obviously the latter
provide more information to model their identity, according
to our assumption, to build a better model, i.e. to become
familiar.

Results suggest a slightly worse performance than in the
first experiment. However, it must be reminded the higher
difficulty of this problem, in terms of the number of identi-



ties and the average number of meetings per individual. In
any case, the Figure evidences again that both Incremental
PCA based approaches perform clearly better than the fixed
PCA approach. Newly the number of samples used by the
average based approach at the end of the experiment, 80
(identical to the number of identities), is clearly lower than
the number achieved by the exemplars based approach, 469.

Further work should analyze if the automatic face detec-
tor can present some misalignment problems which could
affect the average computation, see Figure 7 to observe the
precision provided by the face detector for the selected ex-
emplars of two identities.

Figure 6. Accumulated error rate evolution for
an experiment with 80 different identities and
an irregular number of sequences per iden-
tity. The results were averaged over three
random runs.

For both experiments the overall system behavior seems
to be similar, i.e. incremental PCA provides a better tool
to model those identities met, making them each time more
familiar as the accumulated error rate decreases.

5 Conclusions

In this paper we have examined two different approaches
for face representation in a real world face processing prob-
lem. An automatic system is repeatedly introduced to dif-
ferent identities. The information provided by the system
from each meeting is later employed to initiate or update the
model of that identity. Results evidence first that, if incre-
mental PCA is used, these identities become more familiar
as the number of meetings increases. It is also evidenced
that the use of an average exemplar based approach pro-
vides slightly worse, but quite close, performance, while

Figure 7. Exemplars and average image ob-
tained for two sample identities modelled in
the second experiment.

simplifying the training process, and reducing the storage
requirements. The use of a face recognizer based on average
images which is updated iteratively based on its experience
could be suitable to assume the face evolution depending on
age, as the model stored will be constantly updated.

These results fit with evidences observed for the aver-
age image in the human system [19]. Further work must
confirm the promising results achieved in this paper with a
larger experimental setup. A larger collection of sequences
per identity will be collected in order to investigate if their
model can keep on being improved.
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